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Product Name 9005-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 9005-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

A. 90psi with assembly no. 05 application for aluminum wheels, to protect scratch. Hose standard length

36cm hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant

rubber hose.

 

B. 3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

C. Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 9004T-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 9004T-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

A. 90psi with assembly no. 04T application for car , motorcycle and bicycle, hose standard length 36cm

hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant rubber

hose. Black part on the air chuck is for hand free.

 

B. 3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

C. Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge



                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 9004-1  Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 9004-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

A. 90psi with assembly no. 04 application for car , motorycle , bicycle , hose standard length 36cm hose

length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant rubber

hose.

 

B. 3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

C. Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 9003-1  Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 9003-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

A. 90psi with assembly no. 03 application for bicycle only, hose standard length 36cm hose length can add

to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant rubber hose.

 

B. 3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

C. Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front



                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 9002Y-1  Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 9002Y-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

A. 90psi with assembly no. 02Y application for bicycle and motorcycle , hose standard length 36cm hose

length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant rubber

hose.

 

B. 3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

C. Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 9002-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 9002-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

A. 90psi with assembly no. 02 application for bicycle and motorcycles, hose standard length 36cm hose

length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant rubber

hose.

 

B. 3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

C. Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 9001-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge



Product Model 9001-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

A. 90psi with assembly no. 01 application for all kind of cars , hose standard length 36cm hose length can

add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant rubber hose.

 

B. 3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

C. Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 5002Y-1  Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 5002Y-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

A. 50psi with assembly no. 02Y application for bicycle and motorcycle , hose standard length 36cm hose

length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant rubber

hose.

 

B. 3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

C. Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 5002-1  Mltipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 5002-1



Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

A. 50psi with assembly no. 02 application for motorcycle and bicycle , hose standard length 36cm hose

length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant rubber

hose.

 

B. 3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

C. Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 5001B - 1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 5001B-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

A. 50psi with assembly no. 01 + 1B application for ball , hose standard length 36cm hose length can add to

60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant rubber hose.

 

B. 3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

C. Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 5001-1  Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 5001-1



Product Origin TW

Brand Mada

Payment Term T/T

A. 50psi with assembly no. 01 application for ball , hose standard length 36cm hose length can add to

60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant rubber hose.

 

B. 3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

C. Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 22010-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 22010-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

220psi with assembly no. 10 application for shovels , hose standard length 36cm

hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request.

our hose is oil - resisitant rubber hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 22009-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 22009-1



Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

220 psi with assembly no.9 application for truck , hose standard length 36cm hose length can add to 60cm

, 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 22008Y-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 22008Y-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

220 psi with assembly no.08Y application for truck , hose standard length 36cm hose length can add to

60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 22008T-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 22008T-1



Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

220 psi with assembly no.8T application for truck , hose standard length 36cm hose length can add to

60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant hose. Besides , you can release

air by hand-free

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 22008-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 22008-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

220 psi with assembly no.08 application for truck , hose standard length 36cm hose length can add to

60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 22004T-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 22004T-1



Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

220psi with assembly no. 4T application for general car like motocycle , bicycle and car, hose standard

length 36cm, hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil -

resisitant rubber hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 22004-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 22004-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

220psi with assembly no. 4 application for car, bicycle, ball and motocycle , hose standard length 36cm,

hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request.

our hose is oil - resisitant rubber hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 22003-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 22003-1



Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

220psi with assembly no. 3 application for  , hose standard length 36cm

hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request.

our hose is oil - resistant rubber hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 22001-1L Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 22001-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

220psi with assembly no. 1 application for ball , car , bicycle and motocycle , hose standard length 36cm ,

hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request.

our hose is oil - resistant rubber hose.

you can choice 360 degree rotation hose or 360 degree rotation adaptor when you buy it.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 22001-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 22001-1



Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

220psi with assembly no. 1 application for ball, car, motocycle and bicycle , hose standard length 36cm,

hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request.

our hose is oil - resistant rubber hose.

Besides , you can choice 360 degree rotation hose or adaptor to use when you buy it.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17009T-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17009T-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170 psi with assembly no.9 application for truck , hose standard length 36cm

hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request.

our hose is oil - resistant rubber hose.

Besides , you can release air by handmade

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17009-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17009-1



Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170psi with assembly no. 9 application for truck , hose standard length 36cm

hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request.

our hose is oil - resistant rubber hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17008Y-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17008Y-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170psi with assembly no. 8Y application for shovels , hose standard length 36cm

hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request.

our hose is oil - resistant rubber hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17008T-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17008T-1



Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170psi with assembly no. 8T application for shovels , hose standard length 36cm

hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request.

our hose is oil - resistant rubber hose.

Besides, you can release air by handmade

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17008-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17008-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170psi with assembly no. 8 application for truck , hose standard length 36cm

hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request.

our hose is oil - resistant rubber hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17007T-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17007T-1



Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170psi with assembly no. 7T application for shovels , hose standard length 36cm

hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request.

our hose is oil - resistant rubber hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17007A-1  Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17007A-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170psi with assembly no. 7A application for shovels , hose standard length 36cm

hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request.

our hose is oil - resistant rubber hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17007-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17007-1



Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170 psi with assembly no.7 application for truck , car , motocycle ,  hose standard length 36cm hose length

can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17006-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17006-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170 psi with assembly no.6 application for out side wheels of truck , car , motocycle,  hose standard length

36cm hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant

hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17005-1  Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17005-1



Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170 psi with assembly no.5 application for car , aluminum wheels , it can prevent your car have damage.

hose standard length 36cm hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even 150cm depend on your request. our

hose is oil - resistant hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17004T-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17004T-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170 psi with assembly no.4T application for truck , hose standard length 36cm hose length can add to

60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant  hose. Besides , you can

release air by hand - free

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17004-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17004-1



Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170 psi with assembly no.4 application for car , motocycle  , hose standard length 36cm hose length can

add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17003-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17003-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170 psi with assembly no.3 application for bicycle , hose standard length 36cm hose length can add to

60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17002Y-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17002Y-1



Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170 psi with assembly no.9 application for truck , hose standard length 36cm hose length can add to 60cm

, 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17002-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17002-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170 psi with assembly no.2 application for bicycle, motocycle , ball  , hose standard length 36cm hose

length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant rubber

hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17001L Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17001L



Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170 psi , hose length : 100cm , You can choice 360 degree adaptor or 360 degree hose with 3 function tire

gauge

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17001-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17001-1

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

170 psi with assembly no.9 application for truck , hose standard length 36cm hose length can add to 60cm

, 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant hose.

Besides, you can choice 360 degree rotation hose or 360 degree rotation adaptor when you buy it.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 17001-1 Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 17001-1



Product Origin TW

Brand mada

Payment Term T/T

17001  three -function tire gauge with 360 degree rotation

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass

Product Name 1200 kpa Multipurpose Tire Gauge

Product Model 1200 kpa

Product Origin TW

Brand MADA

Payment Term T/T

1200 kpa with assembly no.1 application for ball, bicycle, car, motocycle, truck , hose standard length

36cm hose length can add to 60cm , 100cm even150cm depend on your request. our hose is oil - resistant

hose.

 

3 functions - measurement pressure and inflation and deflation

 

 

Advantage - **uniquely designed tank in the gauge, enabling part lubrication and ensuring tire    

                          gauge durability.

                      **High pressure resistant tire gauge

                      **You can adjustment zero and repair meter by yourself

                      **Synchronously displays two pressure units PSI and BAR on the tire guage.

                      **with an oil resistant rubber hose , sturdy, flexible and extreme-weather -resistant

                      **Easily replaceable clamp on the front

                      **Made of Zince Alloy and Brass


